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Features

Specifications

The news is the shine! This eye-catching engineered maple collection is
hand-scraped and sanded for an aged appearance. The surface is undulating,
rolling, silky to the touch, and forgiving of wear and activity.

Style
Thickness
Width
Species
Janka Hardness Rating
Edge Description
End Description

Black and white—used separately or in combination—are the distinctly
upscale colors of this collection. They’re very on-trend and the height of
fashion in clothing and the home. Little grain is seen in this shiny collection
of opaque-finished planks, which heightens the dramatic impact. Designers
say that white is the bestseller of most mass-market homeware collections,
because it combines with any palette. And black is perennially associated with
luxury brands.

*Cartons may include random lengths

Absolutely superior performance. The last manufacturing step s an
important one: Cosmopolitan Maple is treated with Shaw’s own
ScufResist™PLATINUM, which provides superior scuff resistance. While all
woods will scratch or dent, this superb finish resists the ordinary marks of
daily wear. It makes a floor easy to live with … and on.

This Shaw hardwood is warranted that the
face surface of this product will not peel off
or wear through for 50 years from the date
of purchase.

And because Cosmopolitan is engineered, it offers numerous benefits:
•

Can be installed on, above, or below grade in a staple, glue-down, or
floating installation method

•

Made in the USA in Shaw’s state-of-the-art hardwood manufacturing
facilities. In addition, Shaw buys from suppliers who practice managed
forestry techniques.

SW264
1/2" (12mm)
5"
Maple
1627
Beveled
Beveled

This product features ScufResist™
PLATINUM – Shaw's extremely wear
resistant UV cured polyurethane finish with
Aluminum Oxide designed to help resist
household scuffing on hardwood floors.

MODERATE
VARIATION

Colors

This hardwood is rated Moderate
with distinguishable color and character
variation within each box. It is imperative
that hardwood planks from various
cartons be continually blended
during installation to insure optimum
appearance.
This Shaw hardwood meets
the GREENGUARD indoor
air quality requirements and
is GREENGUARD Children &
Schools Certified.

This Shaw product is Made
in the U.S.A.
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